Short Circuit Study of Fixed Speed Wind Turbines with STATCOM in Distribution Networks
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Abstract—The increased penetration of wind farm in distribution networks has brought changes in the performance of the whole system. Such disadvantages when connecting one of these distributed generation sources is reduced voltage and power stability of the AC network. This phenomena can cause the connected electricity consumers to suffer from disturbances. This paper investigates the use of a static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) to improve the short circuit current contribution in the network which will include balanced and unbalanced faults. The wind farm is equipped with fixed-speed wind turbines driving squirrel-cage induction generators. The IEEE 30-bus distribution test system is used to see the performance of the system under distribution level. Simulation studies are carried out in the DiG SILENT software.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Efforts have been made to generate electricity from renewable energy sources such as wind energy as a result of conventional energy source consumption and increasing environmental concern. Institutional and governmental support for wind energy sources has led to the fast development of wind power generation in recent years [1]. The continuous increase of wind farm capacity is likely to influence the operation of existing utility networks. The renewable sources may introduce various advantages such as unloading transmission system, reduce system losses, improving power quality and reliability [2]. The most crucial disadvantages of renewable energy integration are its impact on the voltage and power stability of the distributed network, which in turn may restrain the connection of the renewable energy to the network [3].

Wind turbine system technology is still the most promising renewable energy technology. Started with a few tens of kW power production per unit in the 1980s, today multi-MW size wind turbines are being installed and they are very advanced power generators [4-5]. There is a widespread use of wind turbine in the distribution networks and also there are more and more wind power stations which are connected to the transmission networks. Denmark for example has more than 30% of wind energy in major areas of the country, and today 25% of all the electrical energy consumption is covered by wind energy. Initially, wind power did not have any serious impact on the power system control, but now due to its size, wind power has to play a much more active part in grid operation and control [6]. Wind turbines are consist of three parts which are the blades, generator and transformer that steps up the voltage into higher voltage to be connected into distribution network. Wind turbines are classified according to the characteristic of generator speed control and also the use of power electronic. Flexible AC transmission system FACTS devices such as Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) to improve the short circuit level are studied. STATCOM is used to provide rapid and fast control of voltage during steady state and transient stability, which is possible due to the use of high power semiconductor switches (IGBT, IGCT) that produce high speed switching.

With the rapid increase in penetration of wind power in power systems, tripping of many wind turbines in a large wind farm during disturbance may influence the voltage stability [7]. Many researches have been done on using FACTS device to help the wind farm to achieve uninterrupted operation during grid fault. STATCOM is one of the devices that can provide controlled dynamic reactive power compensation. This paper present a short circuit study of the STATCOM application to improve the stability and performance of fixed speed wind farm connected to a distribution system during transient disturbances.

In this paper, the impact of placing the wind farm and STATCOM into the IEEE 30-bus system on the short circuit level will be examined. The impact of location of short circuit fault at certain buses will also be examined. The whole system will be simulated under three cases which are without wind farm, with wind farm and wind farm with STATCOM. The different type of faults involve include three-phase (3-ph), single-line to ground (LG), line to line (LL) and double-line to ground (LLG). A detailed comparison for the fault level of all the cases will be presented and discussed.
II. SYSTEM MODEL WITH THE STATCOM

The typical configuration of an individual fixed-speed wind turbine (FSWT) is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a squirrel cage induction generator (SCIG) driven by a mechanical shaft system. The mechanical shaft will rotate when the rotor blade of the wind turbine rotate. The blade is forced to rotate when there is a wind. As the mechanical shaft rotate very slowly a gearbox is used to convert the low speed shaft to high speed SCIG rotor shaft since the SCIG rotor require revolution speed in the order of 1000 rpm.

![Fig. 1: Schematic configuration of the system under study](image)

Given the power coefficient $C_p$ the mechanical power that the wind turbine extracts from the wind is calculated by

$$P_m = \frac{1}{2} \rho A_r v_w^3 C_p(\lambda, \beta) \quad (1)$$

Where $\rho$ is the air density in kg/m³, $A_r = \pi R^2$ in m² is the area swept by the rotor blades [8].

STATCOM is one of the devices in Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) family. Also called as advanced static VAR compensator [9], it is a voltage-sourced converter (VSC) that acts like a synchronous compensator. STATCOM allow continuous control of reactive power at high speed due to the use of forced-commutated converter using GTOs or IGBTs. STATCOM has the capability of controlling the amplitude and phase angle rapidly. It is coupled via transformer and a dc capacitor as shown in Fig. 2. The control system can be designed to maintain the magnitude of the bus voltage by changing the magnitude and phase shift of the VSC output voltage [10]. In this paper, STATCOM control system is modelled by DIgSILENT Simulation Language and is shown in Fig. 3.

The instantaneous three phase variables of the STATCOM can be described in state-space form by dq components using Park’s transformation. The active and reactive powers injected into the network by the STATCOM are

$$P = v_d i_d + v_q i_q = v_d i_d \quad (2)$$

$$Q = -v_d i_q + v_q i_q = -v_d i_q \quad (3)$$

Where $P$ and $Q$ are proportional to $i_d$ and $i_q$[11-12].

The measured AC and DC voltages are sent to the PI controllers. The PI controllers are used to eliminate errors. Both PI controller produce the reference d and q currents for the built-in current controllers. The VSC used in DIgSILENT has a built-in current controller. The Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is used to transform the three phase currents from the grid to $\alpha\beta$ and from $\alpha\beta$ to dq coordinates. The d-component of current vector becomes active current component (d-current) and q-component becomes reactive current component (q-current).

![Fig. 2: Equivalent circuit of STATCOM](image)

![Fig. 3: Structure of a STATCOM model as a voltage source converter](image)
III. SYSTEM UNDER STUDY

The short circuit analysis is performed on the IEEE 30-bus distribution test system using the DIgSILENT software as a simulation tool. The single line diagram of the simulated system is shown in Fig. 4. The data of the IEEE 30-bus can be found in reference [13]. The IEEE 30-bus system consists of six generators and 21 loads. The wind farm is located at Bus 22. Bus 22 is also called as the Point of Connection (PCC) bus as this is the bus where the wind farm is connected to the distribution network. The STATCOM is also shunt connected to Bus 22 to provide dynamic reactive power compensation during disturbances and fault conditions [14].

Three different cases are applied to the study case to see the effect of wind farm and STATCOM on the short circuit level of the network as shown in Table 1. The simulation involves examination of four types of fault (3-phase, LG, LL and LLG) which happened at three different buses, Bus 18, Bus 22 and Bus 30. This is to see the effect of short circuit at bus close to the wind farm, bus far from the wind farm and also at the wind farm bus itself. The simulation results will be used to compare the short circuit current for each case and at different buses.

IV. SIMULATED RESULTS

From Table 2 it can be seen that for all type of faults the highest short circuit current (SCC) happened at Bus 22, which is the wind farm bus. This is due to contribution of high SCC from the squirrel cage induction generator, which can be as high as 6 times the rated current [15]. The second highest SCC for all type of faults is at Bus 18 followed by Bus 30. This is because Bus 18 is much closer to the wind farm compared to Bus 30, which is the farthest bus.

![Fig. 4: Single Line Diagram of the IEEE 30-Bus Distribution Test System](image)

![Fig. 5: Short Circuit Currents in different cases for 3-phase Faults](image)
Several charts have been plotted to show the percentage of increment of the SCC when the wind farm and STATCOM is introduced into the distribution network, as shown from Fig. 5-8. A 3-phase fault had the highest SCC especially at Bus 22 while a line to line fault had the lowest SCC value. From Fig. 5 which is the 3-phase fault, the SCC at Bus 22 increased significantly for Case B, which is the case for with wind farm. There is an increment of 49% of SCC from the initial value (Case A).

For Case C where there is a STATCOM, the SCC increased up to 78% from the value in Case A. In Fig. 6 for single line to ground fault, the SCC value at Bus 22 increased up to 30% and 57% for Case B and C respectively. Also the SCC at Bus 22 increased up to 49% and 78% for Case B and C respectively for line to line fault as shown in Fig. 7. The percentage of increment is the same as for the 3-phase fault. And for double line to ground fault as shown in Fig. 8, the SCC at Bus 22 increased to 37% in Case B while in Case C it increased up to 65% when compared to Case A. For all type of faults the SCC at Bus 18 and Bus 30 increased to a very small amount (1-3%) when the wind farm and STATCOM is added to the system. From the chart it can be seen that the STATCOM make a significant contribution on the short circuit current at Bus 22 with percentage of increment of about 30% for all type of faults.

It is important to notice that the higher the fault current, the higher the bus voltage. When the bus voltage goes high during the fault this will result in improved voltage and power stability of the distribution network although the high fault current may have some negative impact to the circuit breakers [16].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the impact of Type 1 WTG and STATCOM on the short circuit level of IEEE 30-bus distribution system by comparing three different cases, which are the distribution system without wind farm, with wind farm and wind farm with STATCOM. The 3-phase fault type had the most significant impact on Bus 22. For all type of faults, the highest SCC always occurred at wind farm bus which is Bus 22, followed by closer bus (Bus 18) and farthest bus (Bus 30). This is due to high contribution of SCC from the wind farm.

Finally it should be noticed that in associated with higher short circuit current the voltage stability and performance is likely to be improved [16]. If the STATCOM contributes a higher short circuit current, the voltage dip due to distant fault is reduced and the connected electricity consumers may suffer less from disturbances. Replacing the capacitor of the STATCOM with storage devices such as battery, supercapacitor, SMES etc. will be considered for future work to see the impact of these storage devices when being integrated into STATCOM on the short circuit contribution in the distribution network.
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